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Gender and Sexuality

It is a fact that culture has played a vital role in shaping not only the minds of
every individual, but the society itself, as a whole, and its future generations. But it
also restricts us to actually experience and live life out of the boundaries set by the
culture that we have. It constrains us from further discovering ourselves by
conforming to what the society has told us to do so without actually realizing that
there could be more, and something should change.

And along with the rise of popular culture is also the emergence of many feminist
critics with different approaches on matters like the representation of women in
different forms of media and literature, and how the masculinity of men is being
portrayed and understood in our society. This paper will provide brief analyzation of
some of the many critiques provided in the reading.

I commended Mulvey’s cine-psychoanalysis before for its resistance against the
representation and treatment that women gets in the patriarchal society. However,
Jackie Stacey’s (1994) Star Gazing: Hollywood and Female Spectatorship rejected
Mulvey’s approach to this phenomena (women at the cinema). She gave her own
analysis by gathering responses from a group of British women in the 1940s and
1950s. Her work appealed to me as the justification as to why and how cinema affects
a woman’s life. The responses she got was categorized into three: Escapism,
Identification, and Consumerism. Both approaches were actually interesting, but I
think Stacey’s work is more advantageous because of the actual responses she got
from a British Group of women, which somehow strengthens her arguments, for
instance, that women resort to going in the cinema to unwind and escape the outside
world. Nevertheless, both works is and can be an eye-opener to every woman.

When it comes to ‘Reading Romance’ which pertains to how women rely on
reading romantic literature. It was described as something that women does to satisfy
themselves, to actually feel wanted for some time, and that at the end of the day, it
will make women conform to the patriarchal society. Radway concluded that women
reading romantic novels is a utopian protest and that they want change. I somehow
remembered my junior high school phase when reading novels, mostly romance, was
something I do almost everyday. It wasn’t just a habit, it was like I was immersing in
the world of the book I was reading. Although yes, some of Radway’s arguments may
be applicable to me, I have read romantic novels just so I can also feel what it is like
to be in love but mostly because I love doing it, and reading romantic novels is much
more easier than being in a relationship. I think if Radway considered ‘liking the
genre romance’ and ‘liking the act of reading’ as two different variables, It could have
produced different outcomes, and may have actually given a deeper understanding
of how reading romance actually impacts women.

Now moving on to Men and their masculinity, it was stated that ‘masculinity is a
cultural construct; that is, it is not ‘natural’, ‘normal’ or ‘universal’, and that men
cannot live outside the masculine myth for it pervades the culture and active
everywhere through its different representation in different forms of media. Moreover,



it was also stated that feminists would have a wider understanding of patriarchy if
they have an access to why men act that way. However, feminists fear that this type of
research would deny the experiences of women at the hand of men and their
masculinity. I have seen many posts in social media as to why men cheat, some even
use the “I’m a man, I’m naturally lustful” line to explain and justify their acts. I
personally think that understanding why men act that way would only be used as a
justification for improper actions. But then again, if we want to further understand it, I
think feminists should engage in researching on that matter for it will also benefit
women. Because at the end of the day, if a man credits his actions/decisions solely on
biology and his biological needs and not as a moral decision, that would only prove
that men are actually trash (not generalizing).

Lastly, my favorite out of all the topics is the Queer theory, especially J.L.
Austin’s (1962) theory of performative language. Austin came up with two language
types: constative and performative languages. Constative Language is basically just
describing something, while Performative Language doesn’t just describes something
that already exists but rather it brings something into being. According to Judith
Butler, performative language works the same way as gender. Expressing something
that is already there. If gender was used in the performative language approach
instead of merely describing it. There would be no social constructs for every gender,
no stereotyping and gender roles for men and women. Everyone would be free to
express and bring out their identity without being treated as outcast and different from
what the society has set for us. To end this paper, the Gender and Sexuality chapter of
the book gave me a broader perspective on this matter, and a deeper understanding as
to why a certain phenomena happens and what should change for every gender to live
a life without being constrained of doing what they want and expressing who they are.


